
Rock River Laboratory Advances its Feed Analysis Services Using the 
NeoSpectra Platform 

New services empower nutritionists, farmers, and feed mills to make better feeding and 
quality decisions. 

Rock River Laboratory, a leading provider of agricultural analysis services, has announced a 

collaboration with Si-Ware Systems, the creator of the NeoSpectra platform, to offer new 

services while maintaining laboratory accuracy across various environments. The partnership 

leverages Rock River Laboratory’s extensive expertise in feed analysis with the unique features 

and capabilities of the NeoSpectra platform. With this alliance, feed mills, nutritionists, and 

farms will have access to in-depth, real-time accurate analysis results anywhere feedstuff 

sampling occurs. 

The NeoSpectra platform comprises a suite of analysis solutions that includes handheld rugged 

devices, mobile apps, and a cloud data portal. The solution enables the instant, accurate, and 

cost-effective analysis of a wide range of feeds and feed ingredients for parameters including 

protein, moisture, fiber, fat, and others. 

The collaboration will offer Rock River Laboratory and its customers access to NeoSpectra's 

advanced platform to perform analysis of various parameters at a faster rate and with greater 

frequency than ever before. In turn, this allows for more advanced monitoring of trends and 

variations in forages, feed, and feed ingredients - ultimately enabling nutritionists, feed mills, 

and farmers to optimize feed mixes, improve production efficiencies, and make more informed 

quality decisions that can also help feed mills in their efforts to comply with some FSMA 

regulations.  

"The decision to adopt the NeoSpectra platform is part of Rock River Laboratory’s continuous 

commitment to lead advancements and bring the latest technology in feed analysis to our 

customers," said Don Meyer, president and owner of Rock River Laboratory. "After trying many 

different solutions, we have found NeoSpectra to be one of the best platforms for our needs 

thanks to the variety of feed parameters it can measure." 

"Si-Ware envisions becoming the first platform that links all stakeholders in feed analysis. We 

believe that this integration will drive significant advancements and improve the overall 

efficiency and quality in the animal nutrition industry," said Mostafa Medhat, VP of Products at 



Si-Ware Systems. "Our collaboration with Rock River Laboratory is taking us one step closer to 

realizing our vision that we believe will benefit all facets of the animal nutrition industry. We look 

forward to working together in advancing this technology to the industry.” 

Feed and forage costs continue to rise - driving the need for greater efficiencies across the 

agriculture industry. Reducing complicated processes and analysis time may bolster the bottom 

line for all involved in the animal nutrition supply chain. This partnership will help address those 

concerns by enabling nutritionists, farmers, and feed mills to make informed decisions based on 

the most precise and up-to-date information available." 

About Si-Ware Systems 
NeoSpectra by Si-Ware’s all-in-one, universal material analysis solution platform, built on a 

family of single-chip FT-NIR spectrometers, enables businesses to bring the lab to the field and 

makes the concept of analyzing anywhere with a high return on investment a reality. Combining 

portable analyzers that have unprecedented performance and accuracy with the NeoSpectra 

LabStore, a secure place to discover and download test methods developed by FT-NIR 

technology experts such as laboratories, researchers, universities, and companies, NeoSpectra 

by Si-Ware’s solutions deliver instant insights to industries such as agriculture, food, life 

sciences, and others. NeoSpectra by Si-Ware is headquartered in Menlo Park, California, with 

research and development centers in Paris, France, and Cairo, Egypt. For more information 

about NeoSpectra solutions for dairy farming click here.  

About Rock River Laboratory 
Founded in 1976, Rock River Laboratory is a family-owned laboratory network that provides 

production assistance to the agricultural industry through the use of advanced diagnostic 

systems, progressive techniques, and research-supported analyses. Employing a team of top 

specialists in their respective fields, Rock River Laboratory provides accurate, cost-effective, 

and timely analytical results to customers worldwide, while featuring unsurpassed customer 

service. 
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